2009 DN-01

   

hrow out those stuffy notions about
what a motorcycle has to look like.
And get ready to change your thinking
about what a motorcycle has to feel like.
The revolutionary Honda DN-01 is here,
and it’s shaking up the motorcycling
establishment like few bikes before it.
Part cruiser, part naked bike, part
sport-tourer, with even a little bit of big
scooter and small sports car thrown in.
That’s the DN-01 in a nutshell. But this is
a bike that’s hard to categorize, because
it’s like nothing else out there. Designed
to create a nearly seamless connection
between you and your riding environment, the DN-01 features a relaxed, low
seating position, a clear view to the road
ahead, and a remarkable transmission
that lets you choose the type of shifting
you want.
Slide into the DN-01’s spacious seat,
grab the swept-back handlebar, place
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your feet on the wide ﬂoorboards, and
notice how you immediately feel comfortable and in control. Weight is precisely distributed for excellent stability
— especially at high speeds — while the
steering geometry is tailored for responsive handling.
Twist the throttle and bring the 680 cc
fuel-injected V-twin engine to life, and
feel how the DN-01’s Human Friendly

Transmission (HFT) smoothly transmits power to the rear wheel. It’s the
most advanced fully automatic transmission ever developed for a two-wheel
vehicle. HFT allows you to ride in fully
automatic mode, or you can shift it like
a manual transmission via handy handlebar-mounted push buttons.
We can describe the Honda DN-01 in
words, but words can’t begin to tell you
how much fun this amazing motorcycle
is to ride. If you want to take a bold step
into the future, this is the bike for you.
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